
Wed. Sept. 7 at 11am EDT 
 
Minutes: 
 
Attendees: 
Jill Berryman, Heather Crawford, Calem Hoffman, Dan Bardayan, Catherine Deibel, Kelly 
Chipps, Brad Sherrill, Carl Brune, Filomena Nunes 
 
General Updates: 

- Web site slide show will be updated soon 
- NUCLEAR MATTERS web page is now a subpage on FRIB Users web site (and is also 

be re-directed from former web site) 
- FRIB Beam lists and expected beams to be added to the FRIB Users site as well 
- Next round of FRIBUEC elections will take place in Nov/Dec 

- Heather (ops sub comm.), Lee, Filomena (theory), are all rotating off 
- Start thinking of new possible candidates 

 
Low-Energy Community Meeting: 

- General Feedback from FRIBUEC 
- Considering shuffling items from Day 1 to 2 as meetings progress to ensure 

funding agency / and Users exposure 
- Consider combining Theory Alliance & User Meeting as one 
- Consider the mechanisms for organizing & creating the working groups 

 
FRIB Day 1 Meeting Feedback: 

- General consensus on needing a longer time period for the meeting, and it should be an 
independent meeting in the future (~1.5 years or so??) 

- Brad (NSCL/MSU) took away some positive comments and input from the community 
- Mixed reviews from committee on usefulness, organization, and whether any goals were 

achieved 
- Some believe there was useful information on experimental equipment / beams 

that are expected to be available - tools and capabilities covered 
- Strong sentiments that there was far too little discussion on the priorities / types 

of science that should be carried out on Day 
- Proposals for far different organization in the future, two extremes 1) only 

discussions lead by knowledgeable members of the community with community 
input filtered by FRIBUEC 2) give every user a chance to provide their individual 
input 

- Not decided upon now, but should be thoroughly discussed for the future meeting 


